Introduction
High-impedance faults on distribution feeders are abnormal electrical conditions that cannot be detected by conventional protection schemes. These faults often occur when an overhead conductor breaks or touches a high impedance surface such as asphalt road, sand, cement or tree and pose a threat on human lives when neighbouring objects become in contact with the line's bare and energized conductors.
So far,many model has proposed to show high impedance faults and nonlinear behaviour of them. In 1990 a model for HIF proposed that is based on arc nature when a conductor breaks or touches a high impedance thing [1] ,a model Using Two Series TimeVarying Resistances is proposed in 2001 [2] ,in 2004 a model proposed that it used two inverse diode ,dc source and resistance for modelling that resistance and dc source changed every half cycle to showed asymmetrical current of HIF [3] ,a model base on dynamic model of arc presented in 2008 [4] , There for it is necessary to have a perfect model of HIF to accurately detect it.
In the past two decades many techniques have been proposed to improve the detection of HIFs in power distribution systems. They can be roughly divided into two groups: time domain algorithms and frequencydomain algorithms.
In the time domain, a ratio ground relay, a proportional relay algorithm [5] [6] and a smart relay based on time-domain feature extraction [7] have been proposed.
In the frequency domain, using Fourier transforms, several articles have been published based on harmonic components [8] [9] , inter harmonic component [10] and high-frequency spectra [11] .
Because wavelet methods analyse the transient behaviour of a signal in both time and frequency domains, the wavelet transform has been proposed recently to achieve a better solution in HIF detection [12] . This paper proposed an algorithm for detection HIFs based on changing of current phosors during the transient states. The index for detection of fault utilized data that is obtained from PMU. For perfect modeling a model used to consider this aspect of HIF that, when a conductor touches a high impedance surface such as asphalt road, sand, cement or tree it may be product several arcs in various time during the fault.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2: Transient response of PMUs. Section 3 derived HIFs detection index in detail .simulation of a distribution network in EMTP and Evaluation of HIF detection method are presented in section 4. Conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
Transient response of PMUs
In this paper data that is obtained from PMU used to detect HIFs. Therefore it is necessary to study Transient response of PMUs.
There are transient phenomena occurring on power systems due to a variety of causes which produce transient components in current and voltage waveforms. PMU calculates phasors from sampled data continuously, and it is certain that some of these phasor estimates will involve sampled data containing transient components.
In this paper the nature of PMU response to power system transients is investigated. To consider the transient response of a PMU, we must consider the chain of components in the signal path from the power system up to the phasor output delivered by the PMU. Principal elements of this chain are shown in Figure . Mohsen Ghalei Monfared zanjani*, Hosein Kazemi Kargar**, Mina Ghalei Monfared zanjani*** *post graduate student ,Iran, Shahid Beheshti University(SBU), mo.monfared@sbu.ac.ir **Iran Shahid Beheshti University(SBU),h_kazemi@sbu.ac.ir ***Iran,Zanjan University , mi.monfared@iran-transfo.com system transients result from faults, switching operations, and relative movement of large generator rotors. These sources of transients are represented symbolically in Figure . 1. The voltages and currents of the power system are converted to lower-level signals by current and voltage transformers (instrument transformers).The signals are then processed by analog and digital filters serving the purpose of surge suppression, anti-aliasing filtering, and decimation filtering as appropriate. The filtered signals are then sampled before phasor computation is performed in the PMU processor. Each of the components identified in Figure. 1.affects the transient waveforms and therefore the final phasor output produced by the PMU. It is worthy to note that high-frequency transients will be removed from PMU inputs by the filtering stage. What remains important for our consideration is the effect of step changes in voltages and currents brought about by faults and switching operations. The step changes are further modified by the filtering stage, and the phase angle of the fundamental frequency signal is shifted (lag).Using the recursive phasor estimation process with one cycle data window, the phasor estimate of the prefault waveform would be obtained in data windows which contain only the pre-fault data. This is illustrated by data windows 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 2 .The corresponding phasor is X1 in Figure 2 .When the data window is fully occupied by post-fault data as with windows N and N + 1 in Figure . 2. the phasor estimate becomes X2 for all succeeding windows. However, while the windows contain both the pre-and post-fault data as with windows 4,5,6,…, the phasor estimate travels along a trajectory from X1 to X2 as shown in Figure 2 .These phasor values are not representing the state of the power system, and must be discarded in application of the phasor data. Therefore an algorithm presents to detect transient states such as switching and faults particularly HIF because this type of fault cannot be detected by overcurrent protection relays .
3.
Proposed method consider a sinusoid x(t) with frequency kf0 with a Fourier series:
It can be express as follows:
Phasor of x(t) is :
where the square-root of 2 in the denominator is to obtain the rms value of the sinusoid. The phasor in complex form becomes:
Using the relationship of the Fourier series coefficients with the DFT, the phasor representation of the kth harmonic component is given by: Phasor estimates obtained from a data window represent the fundamental frequency component of the input confined to the data window. When a fault occurs on the power system, there is a series of data windows which contain pre-and post-fault data. This is illustrated in Figure. 3.
It should be clear that although a phasor estimate will be available for all data windows (including the ones that are shaded in Figure. 3).,only phasors which belong entirely to the pre-or post-fault periods are of interest. The phasors computed for the shaded windows of Figure  . 3.do not represent any meaningful system state, and a technique is needed to detect the occurrence of mixed states within a data window.
A technique proposed to provide a measure to indicate a quality of the estimate, and can also be used to detect the condition when a data window contains mixed-state waveforms. Consider the process of computing the data samples n x in a window from the estimated phasor which has been estimated from a sample set n x : Figure. 3: Transition from pre-fault to post-fault waveforms. The shaded windows contain mixed waveform data
Substituting for the phasor estimate from Eq
Multiplying the matrices and simplifying
where use has been made of the fact that S T 2 N . The difference between the input data and the recomputed sample data from the phasor estimate is the error of estimation tn:
If the input signal is a pure sinusoid at fundamental frequency, all entries of tn will be identically equal to zero. However, when the input signal is noisy or contains a composite window of two different sinusoids, tn is not zero, and one may use the sum Tn of the absolute values of its elements as a measure of the error of estimation:
This sum can be used as a measure of the quality of the phasor estimate and detection of fault.
Simulation and Evaluation
To evaluation the method of HIF detection ,Emanuel model of HIF utilized in this paper [1] that is depicted in Fig.4 .,also to consider complete feature of HIFs such as occurring of various arcs in different times several branch used, that is illustrated in figure.5. It is noted that, in steady state fault detection index is zero ,when HIF fault occurred, fault index increases. also fault index have not constant value during fault, because there are several arc with different effect during fault that is caused to have variable current phasor. The first arc occurred in 0.06sec and HIF detection index could be recognized fault at 0.0625sec.
Conclusion
This paper is proposed a new algorithm for HIF detection using PMU. The method is based on current phasors and HIF detection index obtains with summation of error between current samples and estimated samples that is obtained by current phasors. in order to have a perfect modelling of HIF current three HIF is simulated in EMTP .In this three state, fault current increased between 0-60 (A) depend on HIF modelling parameters. one state is simulated in a 20 kv distribution feeder and fault detection method is applied to it. first arc occurred at 0.06sec and detection index could detect it at .0625sec,also the index have not a stable value because of different effect of each arcs in fault current. Therefore method can recognize HIF fault accurately with low delay.
